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Voter participation sought in today's election
by Ruth DeCoster
Staff Writer
Once again, as in past Septembers,
it is time for UMO students to cast
their ballots in the general Student
Senate election..
According to Jeff Allen, chairman of
the Fair Elections and Practices
Committee, the process of voting will
be the same as that which has been
used in the past.

the daily
vol.89,no.22

On-campus students will vote today
in their complex cafeterias during lunch, (11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.) and
during dinner, (4:30 to 6 p.m.).
Between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.,
off-campus students will vote in the
Memorial Union on the second floor,
near the newscounter.
Graduate students will vote in the
Memorial Union if they live off-cam
pus or in their dorms if they live on
campus.
At the same time as the senate

elections, seniors will vote for the 12
members senior council. These
seniors will be in charge of the class of
'82s commencement ceremonies and
for the Senior Bash.
The major concern of Student
Government is to get as many
students to vote as possible. Allen said
in the past, voter turnout has been
only 30 percent of the student
populaton. "This year, we'd like to
bring it up to at least 40 percent."
Senate elections should concern

students because of the importance
senators have in university policy and
campus life, said Allen. He said that it
is "a speak-now-or-forever-hold-yourpeace type of thing."
Student Government Vice-president
Donny Oakes said, "It seems that the
ones who complain the most are the
ones who don't vote."
Allen said that senators represent
the students in the senate and are
responsible for all student activity fee
spending.
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Irish issues discussed
by Paul Fillmore
Staff Writer

There is no apparent end in sight to
the conflict in Northern Ireland
students were told last night by Kevin
Boyle, professor of law at the University of Galway in the Republic of
Ireland.
"The Catholic minority is still
something of an underclass today. It is
harder for them to find employment
and the financial deprivation suffered
by that part of the community is much
greater than that of the Protestant
community (in Northern Ireland),"
Boyle told the crowd of about 125
students in Hauck Auditorium.
Because of these financial, political
and social injustices, groups such as
the Irish Republican Army continue to
flourish he said. This discriminatory
situation "has assured that sufficient
recruits will continue to step forward,"
Boyle said.
Boyle said he opposed a British
military withdrawal from Northern
Ireland because of the chaos that
would ensue.

To reach a compromise, Boyle said
there must be an "examination of the
totality of relations" between Great
Britain and the Republic of Ireland.
"The British and Irish must make a
joint declaration that the rights of all
people will be protected" before a
peaceful solution can be reached, he
said.
Boyle has personally been involved
with some of the hunger strikers in
Maze Prison in Belfast as their lawyer
in cases currently before the European
Commission of Human Rights. He
said he thought the international media
coverage of the hunger strikers was
justified, although he thought that
most of the media had taken a proBritish stance in their coverage.
"He (Bobby Sands, the first hunger
striker to die) was not a lone person.
He put his name on a ballot and was
endorsed by 60,000 people" who elected him to the British parliament.
Yet at the same time, Boyle said he
opposed the IRA terror campaign
because it "will not lead to a
solution." He urged that American
groups stop supporting the IRA and
other extremest groups in the conflict.
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Cabineers beginfund-raising drive
by Tim Rice
Staff Writer
The university Cabins may be
forced to close after this academic year
because of an antiquated septic
system, but the 'Cabineers' have not
yet given up the fight.
The existing 10,000 gallon septic
system, installed when the Cabins
were built more than 40 years ago, is
now outdated and has to be pumped
out every three to four weeks.
To fix the system would require
bypassing the existing tank with a
pape 'that would connect the Cabins
with the Orono sewage system at a
cost of no less than $40,000.
Although the university is unwilling
to foot the bill and is currently
proposing other uses for the buildings,
residents of the Cabins don't think the
$40,000 figure is unattainable.
"It all depends on the committment
of the people who live here," said
Matt Frankel, the Cabin's residential
director. "My opinion is that if people
are determined enough, then $40,000
is not that much money. Billions of

dollars are raised annually in this
country. But the key factor here is
committment. We won't make it a
full-time job, but it is something that
has to be on our minds."
The Cabins, located behind a grove
of tall pines near York Village
apartments. were originally built to
house forestry majors in the late 30's.
At present. 23 students call them
home. Some are attracted by the lower
room fees, (about $200 less than
dorms) but others think the living
arrangments and location are second
to none on campus.
"If the cabins weren't here, I
wouldn't be coming to UMO," said
freshman Jenny Morrill. I wouldn't
live in the dorms, and probably
couldn't aford an off-campus apartment," she said. "Besides, this is a
very close community."
"My representatives meet regularly
with the York Complex Board," said
Frankel, "and we're always seeking
out new ways to add funds. Right now
people are checking for grant money
for renovation of old buildings. We're

basically looking at all possibilities to
see what's available," he said.
One project the 'Cabineers' recentl.y
began is to paint all the buildings.
"If we do some of the renovation
ourselves, and raise money through
bottle drives and other fund-raisers,
maybe the university will see that
we're really interested in saving
them," said 'Cabineer' Kris Chamberlain. "We think two solid weekends should do it. I wouldn't put the
time in if I didn't think it was worth
it." she said.
Yet York Complex director Greg
Stone was not optimistic. "The
painting won't make any difference,"
he said. "I don't want to discourage
them, but I don't anticipate that the
cabins will be open after this year.
"There are a lot of new students
living there, and their feeling is that it
is a nice place to live. The interest
isn't lacking, and I'm really excited
about the good community things
going on...and is it wasn't going to
cost $40,000, I might continue to be
excited." Stone said.

night.

(Roberge photo)

New photo ID's
made in library
Today is the last day for
students to have new picture ID
cards made in the library.
The new IDs called Vail-Dine,
are part of a new campus-wide
computer system. The ID cards
currently being used by complex
cafeterias and will soon be
required as library identification.
Dr. James MacCampbell,
director of Fogler Library, said
he hopes everyone will have the
ID cards by Nov. 1.
He estimated that only 1,000
students had new photo Ws
taken by noon on Tuesday,
leaving a remainder of nearly
5,000 to be photographed.
"We haven't been as busy as
we thought we'd be," he said.
Freshmen and other oncampus dormitory students were
issued Vali-Dine cards at the
beginning of the semester.
Other benefits of the new cards
include keeping track of unpaid
fines and unreturned books.
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PICSgives off-campus
students household hints
By Cladia Tucci
Staff Writer
Off-campus students who could use
tips on running a household more
easily and economically may find help
Public Information and Central Services, located on Rangeley Road.
The PICS mail room has shelves of
free Cooperative Extenticn Service
pamphlets and bulletins on cooking,
saving energy, children's activities,
shopping, gardening, sewing and crafts.
Students may browse through the
publications to make their selections or
they may refer to a publications listing,
said James Vaillancourt, supervisor of
the mail service. Each person may
have one copy of each publication he
said.
Asked if many students use PICS,
assistant supervisior of the mail service
Don Cota said, "Very little. So far this
year we've had about five or six. The
only way they know about PICS is
through their professors who send
them here for materials."

Va

PICS also has technical information.
Much of it is generated by UMO's Experiment Station, Cota said.
Information on cooking includes
"Homemade Master Mixes" which
Rives economical recipes, time-saving
mixes. For example, the all-purpose
master mix recipe makes 12 cups of
flour-base mix that can be stored and
used as needed in biscuits, cookies or
main dishes such as, "baked meat sandwiches."
Information is also available on
saving energy in one's home, apartment, or mobile home. Instructions
show how to make insulating window
coverings.
For children, "Fun with Foods" is a
64 page booklet of activities. Recipes
for play dough and finger paint included.
A series on gardening for the
beginner includes sample garden
plans.
"Vegetable Varieties for Maine"
suggests vegetables that do well in a
short growing season.
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A cabineer helps spruce up one of the University Cabins. (Wallace
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Noon- Focus on Women. North
Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Center focuses attention
on women's awareness
by Josephine Swan
Staff Writer
The Family Planning and Gynecology Clinic at the Cutler Health Clinic
is taking care of university women as
well as teaching them to take care of
themselves.
The clinic gives women's physicals
which include routine pelvic - exams.
pap smears and breast exams. It
counsels on health maintainence.
contraception and pregnancy. Gynecologist visits three or four times a month
to handle problems like excessive
menstrual bleeding, venereal warts.
cysts and undiagnosed lumps in the
pelvic area.
Shelia Andrews, a registered nurse.
former midwife and director of the
clinic said, "They (university women)
often come in shaking in their shoes.
There is nothing pleasant about a
pelvic exam. We are not rushed, and
if we are, we appear relaxed at least.
Talk and discussion is very important.
"There are pregnancies on camp"We test for
us," she said.
pregnancy in our lab here, and give
appropriate counseling. The Counseling Center helps, too."
To terminate a pregnancy, Andrews
said. women can go to Bangor. The
price of an abortion starts at 5200.
The student's health insurance will
cover 80 percent of the cost. The
Popu-lation Control Fund will give
interest-free loans for the operation.
Andrews is concerned about women
needing to care for themselves.
"There are women who come in and
z
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say.'He says I should go on the pill,'
and she hasn't really thought about it
herself," she said. "I talk with her
and send a message back to him. It's
just the way she said it. He pushes
her to go on it.
"I will ask a woman if the man uses
a condom and she says. 'He doesn't
like condoms.•" so she goes off (to get
contraception) at his suggestion.
"Men are often caring, but they
don't act on it because men don't get
pregnant. Women need to think more
about what's best for them," she said.
Andrews sees about 1000 women a
year. not all of college age. "Eight
years ago I was flooded with women
asking for the pill. They thought they
would take it just in case they had
intercourse. There are a lot less now."
Women are more aware of the
effects of the pill, she said.
Counseling and medical advice does
not cost at the clinic if the student has
paid the health fee. Lab work costs
five dollars. Contraception costs are
also considerably less at the clinic.
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2:30-7 p.m.- Bloodmobile. Gannett Hall.
3 p.m.- Poetry Hour. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.
6 p.m.- Open Forum for NonNorth
traditional students.
Bangor Room, Memorial Union.

Classified -1960 Chevy Bel-Air. 6
cyl, 3 speed. 43,000 original
miles. Excellent condition, from
down south. $1,500 Call 9472143.
1974 Dodge Van- Tradesman
200. $1,200, 827-4646 after 4:30
p.m. for details.
Send in your classifieds: 15 words
for $1.20. 10¢ for each additic
nal word.

8:15 p.m.- Student Trumpet
Recital. Hauck Auditorium.
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102 PARK ST. * ORONO, MAINE

Glad to be serving the University
Community
Here are some of the facts you ought to know about
your new TimeOut
Open lla.m. daily
• Sewing complete lunch, Dinner Menu

Burgers, Fries, Fish,
Chicken,4sizes Fresh Dough Pan Pizza , Mexican food

-Complete Bar service, Draft beer, pitchers

• Professional Happy Hour, 3-5 Daily
- Firs up Haw Hour 8-9 nightly
• Complete entertainment center (includes wide screen

T.V.
with VCR and cable, game room, DJ. on all night
long from 8:00, featuring anything you want)

aiipprbing young

Free Delivery to campus, Sp.m.to midnight,
7nights a week. 866-4500
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO .••,O
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Art collection has ups and downs
Exhibits visit schools

Vandalism hurts program
by Wendy Barrett
Staff Writer
Many pieces of art which graced
dormitory walls have been removed to
protect the valuable works from
student vandalism.
"We used to put art in dorm lounges
but valuable paintings were destroyed
last spring." Vincent Hartgen, curator
of the university art collection said
Tuesday.
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"The sculpture outside Carnegie
Hall has been rolled down the hill three
times since last Christmas because it
sits on a hill and is not bolted down on
a flat stretch of land." said Hartgen.
He also said that the university is a
vandal in its own way because it
doesn't provide enough money to
maintain the art collection in god condition.

by Ellen York
Staff Writer
School children throughout Maine
are getting first-hand exposure to
original works of art through the UMO
Traveling Exhibitions program.
of
consist
The exhibitions
"original works of art loaned to us by
some 50 Maine artists," said professor
-

The majority of students respect art
and it's too bad a few spoil it for the
rest of them, said Hartgen.
The paintings and other art forms
were removed to public areas where
they would be respected and enjoyed,
said Hartgen, mentioning Fogler
library, the Memorial Union and the
infirmary.
"In a public area there are always
people around so vandalism isn't likely
but in some dorm situations (but not
all) there is a chance something might
happen." Hartgen said.
Some students have come and
begged me to put art back into the
It's too bad that a few
dorms.
thoughtless people ruined it for them.
"In one situation, a student shot
spitballs at the presidential portraits in
the periodicals room of the library and
without realizing it, did at least $500
damage to them." Hartgen said.
One reason for vandalism is that
works are put in tempting places.

Carnegie Hall, home of the Universit), Art Collection and the university's
Traveling Exhibition. (Roberge photo)

Vinceat A. Hartgen, curator of the
University Art Collection.
According to Hartgen, when he
came to UMO 20 years ago, he visited
every school in the state, studying the
quality and quantity of their art
exhibits. He said he found "practically
no original art anywhere in the schools
in Maine."
All the artwork in the exhibitions is
two dimensional.
This year, the shows fall into five
categories. The first four, 'School Art
Exhibitions', Exhibitions of the State
of Maine', 'How-to Exhibitions', and
'Exhibitions of Various Subjects', are
all made up of original artworks. The
fifth category, 'Photo-Essay Art
Exhibitions', is a collection of
photographic reproductions made
available for use as visual aids in the
classroom.
Schools pay only the cost of shipping
the show to the next school. If schools
are close together, this cost can be
avoided by hand delivery of the
exhibit.
Each of the 70 shows,is on display
for one month in nine different
schools, resulting in a total of over 600
shows in one school year.
New to the exhibits this year are
original modern posters, said Hartgen.
He is thinking about having a solar architecture exhibit next year.
All artwork on this campus has
either been donated or purchased with
donated money Hartgen said. He
stressed the importance of those who
have supported the art collection.
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Opinion
Section 8

On second thought
A growing controversy is engulfing the United
States capitol which may have serious future
ramifications.
The issue is the proposed sale of the sophisticated
Airborne Warning and Control System planes to
Saudia Arabia.
The proponents say the sale is part of an overall
Middle East defense package and rejection of this
one part will jeopardize the entire proposal. The
supporters of the sale also cite the risk of failure to
approve the agreement in terms of anti-American
feelings. This means oil or the possible lack of it.
Since Saudi Arabia does supply the United States
with a large portion of the oil we use, a cutoff would
have serious consequences to this nation.
The flip side of the issue is that Saudi Arabia is an
unstable kingdom. The population is composed of a
large number of Moslems who oppose the westernization of their country. It is a situation similar to
Iran under the Shah--which spells possible trouble.
Should the kingdom fall, the AWACS planes
could be used to attack Israel--an enemy of Saudi
Arabia and anathema to the Moslem extremists who
would seize power if the present Saudi government
failed.

BRIAN FARLEY

A group of senators tried to arrive at a cornpromise by including an amendment to the sale which
would have U.S. pilots fly the planes. Since
the planes are intended for defensive purposes, only
this compromise seemed like a positive step. The
Saudi government, however, opposes any loss of
sovereignity in regard to its defense so they are rejecting the compromise.
With the compromise turned down, the sale should
be rejected. Too often the United States has
armed an authoritarian regime and then witness it
topple with the weapons falling into the hands of
people hostile to the United States--or in this case unfriendly to an ally of the United States.
It has happened time and time again. We supported Somoza in Nicaragua, Thieu in South Vietnam,
the Shah in Iran. They fell from power--and yet we
have not learned our lesson.
Israel is too valued an ally and in too precarious a
military position for us to risk it by selling the
AWACS to Saudi Arabia.
The Reagan administration should go back to the
drawing board on their defense plans for the Middle
East, and find a program which will ensure Israel's
security and stabilize the area in general.
S.B.
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Remember
detente?
Next week is an important
anniversary. Nine years ago, on
Oct. 8, 1972, came the break
through in the Paris negotiatiations which led soon afterward
to the end of American military
involvement in Vietnam. It
seems strangely difficult now to
recapture the emotion of that
hope and uncertainty when
suddenly years of suffering and
division were giving way to new
possibilities for reconciliation.
We seemed to be moving
toward a world where power
blocs and balances would be no
longer relevant; where justice,
not stability would be our
overriding preoccupation;
where countries would consider
cooperation in the world interest
to be in their national interest.
Where are we nine years
later? We're building missiles
when we should be building a
stable network of relationships
that offer hope of sparing
mankind the scourges of war.
We're trying to gain political
advantage through increased
military power. Sure, that strategy has worked in the past. but
the overwhelming arsenals of the
nuclear age make the pursuit of
marginal advantage both pointless and potentially suicidal.
Remember detente? It used
to be one of the mainstays of
U.S. foreign' policy. It represented an opportunity for all
nations to transcend nationalism
and act in concert as members
of a world community. And now
detente lies on its deathbed.
Can it be saved?
For many Americans, it
seems that today there is only a
choice between appeasing other
world powers or being annihilated by them. Not true. A policy of
detente would not have to be
some sort of giveaway program.
We would still resist aggressive
foreign policies.
Detente cannot survive irresponsibility in any area. The
United States should never
forget that the antagonism
between freedom and its enemies is part of the reality of the
modern world.
But in the nuclear age we are
obliged to recognize that the
issue of war and peace also
involves human lives and that
the attainment of peace is a
profound moral concern.
Ronald Reagan's foreign policy supporters would probably
argue that peace will be maintained through military strength
rather than detente. But peace
must be more than the absence
of conflict. We have learned
much about containing crises.
but we have not removed their
roots. Look back, then, on Oct. 8
1972. look around you today.
and especially look to the future.
Without detente, do we realk
know where we're going?
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Maine
The
Campus
welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should be brief and include a name and telephone
number.
Names will be withheld only
under special circumstances.
"Anonymous" and open letters, although welcome, will
not be published.
The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit letters for libel,
clarity, taste and to fit available
space.

A losing battle
To the editor:
Each year, the universtiy
enlists and enforces stricter
rules concerning alcohol in the
dormitories. Some of the
policies include concealment
codes, bouncers at dorm
festivities and invasion of
private rooms where illegal
drinking may be taking place.
All of this is done in hopes of
cutting down the abuse of
alcohol on this campus. The
battle continues between
students' rights and the laws
and moral ethics of Residential Life.

Thanks to Weekend planners
Any time an event the size
of Parents and Friends
Weekend takes place at UMO,
literally hundreds of people
are involved in the plannihg,
organization, and staging. We
are all aware that without this
support and involvement the
weekend could never be the
huge success that it is. On
behalf of the office of the
Dean of Student Affairs and
the Parents and Friends
Association, we would like to
extend a hearty thanks to the
many individuals and groups
who were involved in the
weekend; to the students who

And yet, every Thursday
and Friday, with the weekend
in sight, I open the pages of To the editor:
the campus newspaper to find Dear Paul Wright,
huge Molson Ale advertisements and posters courtesy
I'd like to respond to some
of Busch beer.
of the comments you made in
It seems hypocritical to me the commentary "Against
to allow brewing companies to preferential scheduling."
support a campus newspaper Whether
I agree or disagree
at a university trying to cut with your opinions
is not the
down on its liquor consum- point. What the
point is the
is
ption. You're fighting a losing way you went about arguing
battle.
your case. You didn't stick to
the issue but instead, you enGwen Wilcox ded up attacking all UMO
Orono athletes, putting each and
every one in the class of
"dumb jock."
Who is Paul Wright to say
that varsity athletes on this
the UMO and surrounding campus are passing courses
communities. By presenting just because they are on a varalternative viewpoints on the sity team? This may occur
major issues of the day, with a very small, and I repeat
MPAC has enriched the life of
the campus, and more importantly, helped the university
fulfill its commitment to a To the editor:
liberal arts education.
Another fall sports season is
It is clear that the antipathy in progress and as always,
of members of the cabinet for fields to play varsity, club, and
MPAC's viewpoints is the real intramural sports on are at a
reason it has denied MPAC premium. In special demand,
funding. Such censorship is in- solely because they are the
tolerable in a university setting only flat and decently mainand prevents the university tained fields on campus, are
from succeeding in its the athletic fields behind
educational mission. If the Memorial Gym. There are
cabinet continues to refuse to numerous teams vying for
fund MPAC, I urge the these fields every weekend, yet
student senate to restore those one sport, football, has the
funds so that MPAC may con- power to prohibit use of all the
tinue to contribute to the in- athletic fields and the gym
tellectual life of the university.
during their home games.
Last week, as a represenSteve Barkan titive of the Women's Rugby
Assistant
Professor
of Club, I tried unsuccessfully to
Sociology reserve the field by Cutler

I agree with your Sept. 24th
editorial that criticized the
decision of the student cabinet
to deny funding to the Maine
Peace Action Committee
(MPAC).
I say this not only as a
member of MPAC but as a
faculty member who believes
that the main purpose of a
university should be to educate
its students. A university
should be a setting for an exchange of ideas, opinions and
diverse viewpoints, and much
of this important element of
a student's education can
only take place outside of the
classroom. In the two years
I've been on campus and a
member of MPAC, this group
has sponsored dozens of flims,
speakers, plays and the like
that have been attended by
several thousand students,
faculty and other members of
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was instrumental in making
the weekend the fantastic success that it was.
Sincerely,
William Lucey
Associate Dean, Student
Activities and Organizations

In support offaculty
To the editor:
The concern for UMO
faculty expressed by the
student body is much appreciated. Since the primary
purpose of the university is the
discovery and dissemination

of knowledge and since faculty
and students are most closely
associated in this endeavor, it
is important that these two
groups continue to work
together. Thanks for the support.
Walter Turner
Prof. of Elec. Eng.

Studentsfirst, athletes second

Intolerable censorship
To the editor:

worked so hard on Saturday
and weeks before, to the
faculty who gave their time
throughout the weekend, and
to the grounds department
who handled a "tall order"
with ease. As groups and individuals your involvement

To the editor:

very small percentage of varsity athletes, but I can assure
you Mr. Wright, that this isn't
the case with the majority of
athletes. I think that maybe
you have been listening to too
much campus gossip and
groundless rumors.
And, while we're on the
subject, where do you get off
saying that because a student
is an athlete he/she "has not
even an understanding of what
is going on in class?" I, along
with every other varsity athlete
here, resent that statement.
Has it ever occurred to you
that some athletes are here to
get an education first and
merely play sports to have a
good time and to get away
from the books for a few
hours?

So, sir, while you may have
tried to make a valid point,
you certainly went about it in
the wrong way. The majOrity
of athletes here at UMO are
students first and foremost,
and athletes second.
You ended by asking,
"Need I say more ?" Yes, I
think you do. I think you owe
an apology (or at least an explanation) to those UMO
athletes who know what is
going on in class, and who are
passing courses because they
are doing the required work.
Need I say more?

Ethel Macklin
Student-athlete
429 Cumberland Hall

Football halts use ofathleticfields

ON N0 ITh TPRRIBLE,
ABOIYINABLE , li)ErrEsT A Bts A No
OFFENS‘VE. rrs
A
-1-7
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Health Center during the afternoons of Sept. 26th and
Oct. lath. When pressed for a
reason as to why we couldn't
get a field, Woody Carville,
assistant athletic director, explained that Harold Westerman, the director of athletics,
felt that football spectators in
the stands ("...including the
governor...") would be unduly distracted by a game
three fields over from the
stadium. Well, perhaps the
governor and the taxpayers attending the football game
would prefer to look out from
the stands and see their taxdollars support in full use, instead of standing vacant and
the teams idle. Weekends are
too short and field space too

okilt

r7-5

FOOD FIGHT

valuable for one team to
monopolize the entire gym and
the fields on a Saturday afternoon.
Does Mr. Westerman really
perceive such teams as
Women's Rugby a threat, that
we may steal loyal football
fans away in droves? Is he
really that insecure about his
football team's drawing
power? Give us some valid
reasons for such a ridiculous
policy, Mr. Westerman. As it
stands now, the uriTairness and
blatant favoritism towards the
football team is intolerable.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Lamb
Orono
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Research dairy herdprovides campus milk source
By Dave Getchell
Staff Writer
At the end ot a bumpy, potholed
stretch of dirt road about a mile north
of the Orono campus there is a
complex of red barns.
They are part of the university
which is probably little-known to most
those in
of the student body except
and
Sciences
Life
of
the College
Agriculture.
Those barns at the end of the Farm
Road house the university's herd of
more than 100 dairy cows. Thecomplex is part of the Franklin Witter
Animal Sciences Center. It includes
flocks of poultry and sheep on the
Orono campus, pleasure horses
stabled in Stillwater and various
experimental feed projects scattered
across the surrounding countryside.
"The dairy herd is used basically for
research and education," said herdsman Phil Young. "but it is part of a
productive tarm."
The dairy operation produces and

processes both whole and chocolate
milk, and most of it goes to the
university cafeterias, said Ed Mitchell, who works for the farm in milk
processing and delivery.

by Julie
Staff Wr

He said deliveries of milk to the
Orono and BCC campuses average
more than 2,000 six-gallon containers
each month. "although milk use
seems a bit heavier now since the soda
machines have been taken out of the
cafeterias."
During the summer and school
vacations, surplus milk is sold to a
wholesaler for use in the Boston area,
said Mitchell.
The processing operation involves five major steps. First, the
fresh-from-the-cow milk is cooled to 38
degrees F before being stored in a
stainless-steel bulk tank. Then dust
and other impurities are filtered out in
a clarifier. Next, the pasteurizer
sterilizes the milk by heating it to 165
degrees F and cooling it to 35 degrees
F within 19 seconds, Mitchell said.
The homogenizer suspends the but-

These three cows get their food custom-mixed by the university feed mill.
(Getchell photo)
terfat content and ensures an even
consistency by subjecting the milk to
1,500 psi pressure. Finally, it is
packaged in six-gallon 'bag-in-box'
containers for the campus milk
dispensers.
Although the university relies on
the dairy herd for much of its milk, the
College of L S& A relies on the herd
mainly for research and education.
"This is a state experimental
station, mandated by law to conduct
research with some emphasis on
Maine-related problems," said assistant professor Martin Stokes. "WE do
basic and applied research as well as
finding answers to practical problems."
Stokes said that two major projects

involving feed additives to improve
milk production were currently underway at the Center. Other research
projects include studies of milk
composition and feed digestibility, as
well as feed production, storage and
processing techniques.
Stokes noted a reduction in the total
number of cows in U.S. dairy herds,
but pointed out that milk production
was staying the same or even
increasing.
"This comes from improved selection of breeds-better cows," Stokes
said. "It comes from improved
feeding and nutrition. One big reason
for all this is the research done at
land-grant universities like this one."

Deli
Roast Beef - Sliced the way you
like it only 82.991b

One of the many cows that
((;etchell photo)

milk flowing in the universit cafeterias.

$1.991b
Boiled Ham
London Broil Steak $1.99 lb
Vermont Cheddar Cheese
$2.99 lb
Chicken Broilers
.69Ib

I.

The Prism Yearbook
IS LOOKING FOR RELIABLE
EOPLE TO WORK PART—TIME
HE WEEKS OF Oct.5-15th and
Nov.2nd-13th.Secretarial
Services for senior pictures is
needed at at $3.00 per hour.Stop
by the yearbook office in the
basement of LORD HALL for mor
information.
Mon,Wed,Friday 1:00-2:00
Thursday 9:30- 10:30

Pr
ani

You won't find fresher,leaner
hamburg anywhere.
Extra Ground Lean Chuck
not more than 17% fatS1.59 lb.
Ground Sirloin
$1.99 lb.
Bonus! 5 lb./10 lb. bag
Ground Lean Chuck $1.49 lb.

For your convenience
Murphy's Butchershop sells
soda, beer, wine and gourmet
items.All steaks are cut in our
!own butchershop.

MURPHY'S
BUTCHER SHOP
&STEAKHOUSE
Butchershop - open 9:Mam-9:00prn
7 days a week
Steakhouse -Serving Dinner: SunThurs 5PM- lOPM
Fri & Sat till 1 PM
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer, ME.
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Professor develops
anthropolgy museum
by Julie Griffin
Staff Writer
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There is a museum on campus that a
lot of students don't know about.
Located on the third floor of South
Stevens Hall is the Anthropology
museum. It was started 18 years ago
by UMO anthropology professor
Richard Emerick, who still serves as
director of the museum.
The area used to be one of
Emerick's classrooms. "I started
bringing in things of my own and
hanging them on the walls," he said.
When an increase in enrollment
caused Emerick to find a bigger
meeting place for his class, he turned
the room into a museum.
"Initially, a lot of the material (on
display) was my own. Frankly, it was
of more use here," Emerick said.
On the advice of UMO art student
Edmund Harvey, who said the museum "looked like Zayres", Emerick
closed the museum for a year to
renovate it.
Harvey suggested the gold and
black color scheme and contributed a
mural to the museum. A new floor and
light tract were donated by the
university. Emerick used wood that he
pulled from the stillwater River to help
rebuild the room. The cost of the
renovations was a little over $200.
"The museum has increased in
function as a university facility ever
since the reopening," Emerick said.

"When the Portland Natural Hisory Museum dissolved, we aquired
some very important things from that
collection," Emerick said.
The museum includes displays on
the South West American Indians,
oceanic tribes, Eskimos and pre-historic man. Pottery, tools, baskets,
weapons and art from many cultures
are also on exhibit.
"The museum is an important
adjunct to the department program,"
Emerick said. "It is the visualization
of culture."
Robbery and vandalism were a
problem in the museum in its early
years, but this problem has been
solved. Work-study students watch
the museum, Emerick said so it is
never left unattended. If someone
cannot watch the museum, it is locked.
An extensive' burglar alarm system
was installed in 1976. A button in the
anthropology department lets the
department know if someone is in the
museum.
Record keeping is a never ending
problem for Emerick. "If you are
going to keep track of things, you must
have a card on each niece," he said.
The university anthropology collection has grown over the years.
"There are many more things in
storage than on display," Emerick
said.
Some of the collections are on permanent loan while others were
acquired through private contributions.

Input needed for handbook
by Claudia Tucci
Staff Writer

because we don't want to put out a
handbook without some kind of contact with the non-traditional student,"
Hillas said.
"We don't want to be in a position
to decide what other people need
without those people giving us some
actual indication of what they need."

Commuter Affairs Resources is
holding meetings to get input from
non-traditional students for a handbook geared to their needs.
Katie Hillas, assistant dean of
student affairs, said the meetings are
for students to suggest items they feel
the handbook should include to help
76-78 N.Main Street Old Town
older, returning students make the
827-6096
transition to school life. The needs of '
INSTANT DUPLICATING
the working student and parent'BINDING
student will also be addressed, she said. '
COLLATING VARIABLE
The meetings are scheduled for
REDUCTION
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 6p.m. in the
PRINTOUT
*COMPUTER
South Bangor Lounge, Memorial
•INSTANT
COPIES
Union, and Thursday, Oct. 1, noon, in
*FAST PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
the North Bangor Lounge, Memorial
M-F 9-5
Store Hours
Union.
Sat 9-12 noon
"I really am looking for input

Naswahegan Copy Center

+

1

Tonight

*pizza only $2.00
sorry,
no coupons

11.

Coming Soon!
The first
issue of
i3EWOnD,
the new magazine of science
fact and fiction, brings you•a
brand new short story by
Harlan Ellison, award-winning
master of science fiction;
fresh reports on gene splicing, marijuana research and other
startling science and technology news; plus an
eye-opening assessment of the Big Blast — how much destruction could nuclear war bring?

Best of all, Beyond comes to you free right inside the next
issue of your college newspaper.

the new national science

Thriftwav
41 acrosm from

866-5505

Your efforts may result in your owning
a personal copy.

BELIIonD.

154 Park St., Orono

ummamil

Why not contact the
Maine Campus
in the basement ofLord Hall.

And that's not all ... this month, Beyond brings you a special eight-page feature section. Around the Campus, from
the editors of Modern Photography. This how-to photography guide covers everything from buying a camera and perfecting your exposures to use of trick filters and camera
maintenance.

41 10inch one item

TIAPO

See a picture you like?

And there's more ... a career in California's bubbling hot
job market, unraveling Rubik's Cube, a tough Star Trek trivia
quiz, life with a home computer, plus advertising from top
job recruiters eager to find future professionals like you.

COME IN AND WATCH US TOSS YOUR PIZZAS!

41
Pizza A-Round
+Best
41

The Anthropology Museum, located in South Stevens Hall, is the brain child
of Professor Richard Emerick. (Wallace photo)

fiction and fact magazine. Distributed exclusively in college
newspapers.

•
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World News•
Senate may vote to increase
the national debt to over $1 trillion
WASHINGTON (AP)- Despite a
long night of protest by Democrat
William Proxmire, the Senate was
poised Tuesday to send President
Reagan a bill allowing the national
debt to eclipse $1 trillion for the first
time.
The new ceiling of $1,079 trillion,
already approved by the House, would
amount to $4,694.20 for every American man, woman and child. At $1 per
second, it would take 31,688 years just
to count a trillion-- or $1,000.000,000,
000
Proxmire. of Wisconsin, failed at
the measure for 16 hours and 12
minutes, then gave up his talkfest at
10:27 a.m. EDT.
Asked if the Democrat's performance endangered the bill's chance for
passage. Senate Republican Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. said "I don't
think it altered it at all."
The bill must reach Reagan's desk
by Wednesday night in order for the
government to have continued borrowing authority when the new fiscal year
begins at 12:01 a.m.. EDT. Thursday.
Proxmire said he was hopeful he
would "wake up senators and others
in the Congress." Despite abandoning
his marathon speechmaking. Proxmire
said he would offer an amendment

that would set the debt limit at $995
billion, an increase of $10 billion over
the current figure. The $1079 trillion
figure is sought by Reagan and has
passed the House.
Adoption of his amendment. Proxmire said, would mean that the
government would be on a virtually
cash-only basis as of Thursday,
requiring additional budget cuts in
fiscal 1982 of $60 billion to $80 billion
instead of the $13 billion asked by the
administration as proposed-or a tax
increase instead of the recently
enacted three-year tax cut.
"It would provide the clearest kind
of communicaton to the American
people that we mean business about
curbing inflation," he told the Senate
shortly before yielding the floor.
Baker said he would oppose all
amendments to the bill in order to get
it passed and sent to Reagan in time.
The Treasury Department has told
Congress it will run out of cash
Monday. If its borrowing authority is
not extended, this would mean that for
the first time in history government
check would not be honored whe
presented for payment, Baker said.

British Labor Party endorses
eventual unification of Ireland
BRIGHTON, ENGLAND (AP)-Britain's opposition Labor Party. breaking
from its bipartisan stance on Northern
Ireland, on Tuesday called for the
eventual unification of the British
province and the Irish Republic.
Twelve hundred delegates at the
party's annual convention endorsed a
leadership policy document aiming for
a united Ireland "based on agreement
and consent and achieved 1)!.s., negotiations between Britain and the Irish
government," said Don Concannon,

Solidarity
condemns
compromise
GDANSK, POLAND AP)-Solidarity's national congress reprimanded
Lech Walesa and the rest of the
independent union's ruling presidium
Tuesday for compromising with the
Polish government on the new worker
self-management law.
The delegates approved the presidium's overall performance, but by a
vote of 348-189 said the "controversial
way of making the decision about
worker's self-management...was improper and shouldn't happen again."
"Agreeing that making the decision
was a result of the need to assume an
attitude before the Sejm Parliament
session, we have to state that a
violation of the principles of union
democracy took place," they said.
The resolution also called on the
union's 11-man presidium to "define
the functions and competence of the
experts." or advisers to the union.

the party's spokesman on Irish affairs.
The policy could be implemented if
Labor defeats the ruling Conservative
party in elections that must be held
before February 1984. The government can call electons before that date
if it wishes to.
The bipartisan position of the
opposing Labor and Conservative
parties on the Irish issue has existed
since Ireland was partitioned in 1921.
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News briefs
COLUMBIA S.C. (AP) - An
anti-nuclear group announced
Tuesday it will demonstrate
weapons
nuclear
against
manufacturing at the Savannah
River Plant for two days next
month.
Elton Manzione of the Grass
Roots Organizing workshop said
the protests are meant to draw
attention to what he called the
U.S. strategy of "mutually
assured destruction-they wipe
us out and we wipe them out."
The Savannah River Plant,
owned by the Department of
Energy and operated by the
DuPont Co., manufactures raw
material for nuclear weapons.

AUGUSTA (AP)- Maine's
potato industry, which has been
in a major decline for 20 years, is
on its way to recovery, says State
Agriculture Commissioner,
Stewart N. Smith.
"Given the new market structure that the industry is putting in
place, the future of the Maine
potato industry looks optimistic," Smith wrote in the
department's weekly news letter.
JAKARTA INDONESIA(AP)
A herd of elephants has gone on
a rampage at a small village in
West Sumatera, killing a 45-year
old woman and leaving more
than 300 people homeless. the
Antara news agency reported
Tuesday.
It said the 14 elephants have
staged nightly attacks on Sukabumi village since last week,
during which they have destroyed hundreds of acres of
crops, killed livestock and
crushed 62 houses in the village
of 1,500 people.

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan ordered the
Coast Guard Tuesday to halt
flow of illegal aliens from Haiti
and other Caribbean countries into the United States.
"The entry of undocumented
aliens from the high seas is
hereby suspended and shall be
prevented by the interdiction of
certain vessels carrying such
aliens," Reagan said in a
proclamation.
Reagan said the entry of illegal
aliens is "a serious national
problem detrimental to the interest of the United States.
"A particularly difficult aspect
of the problem," he added "is
the continuing illegal migration
by sea of large numbers of undocumented aliens into the
southeastern United States."

WASHINGTON (AP)- The
Senate was asked Tuesday to
approve a convention between
the United States and Mexico
for recovering and returning
stolen or embezzled vehicles
and aircraft.
President Reagan, in sending
the convention to the Senate,
said it replaces a 1936 agreement found inadequate to meet
contemporary border problems.
It was signed last Jan. 15 in
Washington.
"The convention represents
an effort by the two governments to confront the serious
law enforcement problems
posed by the theft of vehicles
and aircraft, primarily along our
shared border, and the subsequent use of some of them in the
commission of felonies in the
two countries," a White House
announcement said.

Seniors!

your senior
Your time is here!You may now sign up for
alism office.
m„e portrait sitting in Lord Hall outside the journ
Aut These sittings and your copy for the 1982 PRISM are
offered to you at NO CHARGE
,Vou are under no obligation to purchase any.HOU e's er.
they make great Christmas gifts!
Philomena Baker at Baker Studios will be your
photographer on the third floor at the Union.
Remember,sign up one week prior for time and date in
Lord flail. Sitting dates:Oet.5-168:00-5:00

SENIORS!
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WASHINGTON (AP)- President
Reagan told officials of 141 nations
Tuesday that global economic problems can only be resolved through
fiscal austerity combined with reliance
on "the magic of the marketplace."
His speech, opening the annual
meeting of the World Bank and
International
Monetary
Fund,
amounted to an appeal to other
nations to embrace his own prescription for economic recovery.
-Some 2,000 delegates--many representing avowedly socialist countries-heard Reagan say that foreign aid
cannot be the primary element of the
development strategies of poorer
countries.
"Unless a nation puts its own
financial and economic house in order,
no amount of aid will produce
progress," he said
But he added that the United States
recognizes the need of low-income
countries for U.S. assistance to
strengthen their economics, diversify
their exports and work toward selfsufficiency.

Khomeini blames Americans
for ranking clergyman's killing
BEIRUT Lebanon (AP)- Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini condemned the
murder of another ranking clergyman
Tuesday as a futile act by American
"lackeys" to scare Iranians away from
the polls in Friday's presidential
elections.
The 81-year-old patriarch of Iran's
Islamic revolution spoke a few hours
after learning of the assassination of
Hojatoleslam Abdulkarim HashemiNejad, secretary-general of the ruling
Islamic `iepublican Party at the
northeastern city of Mashhad.
Hashemi-Nejad had just concluded
a lecture outside the local IRP
headquarters when a "Mujahedeen
Khalq" assasin approached him and
detonated a hand grenade, the official
Iranian news agency Pars reported. It
said the blast killed the clergyman,
blew off the hand of the assailant, and
injured two others.
As the top party official in the city of
nearly 1 million people near the Soviet
border, Hashemi-Nejad's influence
extended to the towns and villages of
the surroundine province of Khoras-

an, Iran's breadbasket.
Tehran Radio reported that after the
explosion angry crowds surged
through the streets
Pars indentified the assassin as
Hadi Alavai Fitilechi and called him a
Mujahedeen guerilla who had infiltrated the 1RP but was later detected
and expelled. Pars said he was
captured and taken to a hospital.
The Mujahedeen Khalq, an urban
guerilla group that blends Marxism
with Islamic tenets, has led a bloody
camnaien of bombings and assassinations against Khomeini's rule since
moderate President Abolhassan Barniadr was ousted in June.
The clergy-led regime blames the
Mujahadeen and its leftist allies for
the murders of more than 300
government and party leaders. It has
also announced the executions of
nearly 1,000 leftists opponents since
Bani-Sadr was impeached.

American Medical Association
sells embarrassing tobacco stock
CHICAGO (AP) - The American
Medical Association, long a fervent
crusader against smoking, has rid itself
of $1.4 million of "embarrassing"
tobacco stock, a spokesman said
Tuesday.
The sale of R.J. Reynolds Industries
and Philip Morris stock was completed
recently by the New York investment
firm and bank that handle the AMA's
stock portfolio, the spokesman said.
He said the move stems from publicity
the AMA received after it voted against
such a move at its June convention.
"The publicity hurt...We've been
trying to get people to stop smoking,"
said the spokesman, who asked not to
be identified.
He said editorial writers and cartoonists had a "field day" with the

issue. When the AMA tried to persuade newspapers and magazines to
drop cigarette advertising, the efforts
were ignored by many of the same
publications that criticized the investment, he said.
The managers of the AMA's stock
portfolio bought 25,000 shares of
Reynolds and 7,000 shares of Philip
Morris "a number of years ago," said
the spokesman.
The recent sale
brought a $500,000 gain, he added.
The stock had been part of a $113
million pension fund in the AMA's
members' retirement plan. Of the
AMA's 282,000 members, only 3,200
pay into the pension fund.
Walker Merryman, spokesman for
the Tobacco Institute in Washington,
said the industry group "has no comment."

U.S.-Soviet talks unproductive
sized to Gromyko "the desire of the
UNITED NATIONS (AP)- Secretary
United States to resolve international
of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. said
questions on the basis of restraint and
Tuesday his talks with Soviet Foreign
reciprocity."
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko failed to
resolve "areas of intense disagreement" between the two superpowers.
The Soviet news agency, Tass, said
But he said the fact they talked at all
Gromyko, in turn, had emphasized to
was a good sign.
Haig "the fruitlessness of attempts to
"I suppose there is progress in any
achieve military superiority." It said
such communication," Haig said of Gromyko told Haig that future arms
the meetings Monday and last Wed- negotiations should preserve "every
nesday. "We had a whole host of thing positive" accomplished so far
areas of intense disagreement beand recognize "the principle of
tween the two powers and we had an
equality and equal security of the two
opportunity to explore the basis of all
sides."
those issues."
However, asked on NBC-TV's "Today" show whether the talks had
reduced tensions between Washington and Moscow. Haig said, "No, I
don't think so. I think the period ahead
WILSON ST 989-3313
will have to reflect whether or not the
discussions will have made a substantial contribution."
Haig said he and Gromyko agreed
between them to say little about the
meetings. They also agreed to continue the discussions early next year,
JOHN & BLAIR
probably in Geneva. But Haig said he
BELUSHI
BROWN Daily
feeling
that
with
the
come
away
did
the Soviets are as anguished as the
- 7&9
United States over the situation in
Poland.
"The anguish is probably comparRYAN0"EAL
0 D:7
4
8,9
able on their side," he said. "There
are a number of disadvantages if they
contemplate any more drastic action."
4
Haig had said prior to the meeting
he would warn Gromyko against
Daily 6:45& 9:00
Soviet military intervention in Poland.
made
it
He said Tuesday, "We have
very clear, together with our allies, the
consequences of Soviet intervention
W
WILLIAM HURT El
would be profound and long lasting."
Dean Fischer, the State Department
spokesman, told reporters following •
•
Monday's five-hour meeting at the
•
Soviet U.N. mission that Haig empha-• MAIN Street
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Sports
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Staff Writ

Field hockey teamfaces UMPI
by Katrina Morgan
Staff Writer
ToCay the UMO field hockey team
faces the Univrsity of Maine at Presque
Isle, a team coach Deb Davis said
could be the team to beat among the
in-state competitors. The Bears will
host UMPI at 3:30 on Lengyel Field.
Coming off an easy win last Friday,
the Maine team will be looking for
repeat performances from their lead
scorer and front linesman. Betsy Hardy. The defense will be headed by
Maine halfback, Jeanne Maribito.
UMPI is under the direction of
Coach Dianne Rancort, and it is only
her second year with the team. Davis
said from past experience UMPI teams
are very physical and aggressive. Since
Presque Isle is basically a physical
education school, the teams are more
physical than others.
"Coach Rancort has brought them a
long way," Davis said, "they are a lot

more controlled and skilled than they
used to be."
Presque Isle hasn't played any instate teams as yet, but last week they
were beaten by the University of New
Brunswick, 10-0.
"I don't know anything about them
really," Davis said, "but we've never
beaten them by much. We've had
them turn the game around on us a few
times and we've tied them before."
Today's game against UMPI and
Friday's game against Colby will
greatly effect the standing of in-state
teams when the state tournament time
rolls around Davis said. After this
week, Maine heads into a week in
which they play four games in five
days.
"The next two weeks will test our
endurance and ability to be consistant." Davis said. "The in-state
people are out to get us because
everyone wants to beat the team on
top, and out-of-state teams are just

very tough to beat."
Next week the Bears play UVM on
Monday, Bates on Tuesday, UMF on
Thursday, and Springfield on Friday.
The following week the team plays
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Providence, UNB,and Plymouth.
The women are in good health and
are definately up for the game, according to Davis. They will be looking to
improve this season's record.

Black Bear Notebook
by Joe McLaughlin
Staff Writer
The Maine football team is getting back down to basics this
week in preparation for Saturday's game against Lafayette,
Coach Ron Rogerson said yesterday at his weekly press
conference.
"We're going to come back to
our basic game plan and do
things that we have been doing
well at this point," Rogerson
said. "We're not going to try too
many new things too quickly.
What's easy to me might not be
quite as easy to the ball club.
The Black Bears who are
currently 0-3-1. are trying to
regroup after last Saturday's
loss to Boston University, 48-7.
"There's been no sulking and
the kids came ready to practice
on Monday,"Rogerson said.
One player who, unfortunately
for the Bears, was not practicing
Monday was team captain Steve
Keating. The hard working center re-injured his ankle Saturday
and it is back in a cast. It seems
doubtful that he will play against
Lafayette and Rogerson said the
team misses his valuable contributions.
"We miss his leadership on the
field and of course his playing
ability." Rogerson said. "He
can play with tremendous
amount of pain and he may have
pushed it a little too fast to get
back into Saturday's game."
Two players which Rogerson
has been extremely pleased with
in the past four games are senior
linebackers Bob Lucy and John
Hersom. "They have come really
far," Rogerson said. "They're
leadership and hustle and ability
to make plays has been great."
Lucy and Hersom combined
for 18 tackles last Saturday and

Hersom also picked off two
passes. Lucy, an Orono native,
was an All-Con ferance selection
in high school and Hersom was a
two-time All-Maine pick at Edward Little High School in
Auburn.
Another player who has been
performing steadily for Rogerson
is freshman punter Rich LaBonte. The York native punted seven
times for 272 yards Saturday for
an average of 38.9. In the past
four games he has punted the ball
28 times for a 38.6 average. His
longest punt was a 68-yarder in
last Saturday's game against
Boston University.
LaBonte holds the most impressive statistics on the team
thus far this season and a look at
other stats reveal why Maine is 03-1. Maine has been outgained
on the ground, 666 to 504 and
also through the air, 595 to 425.
Two bad quarters for Maine,
scoring wise, have been the first
and third. In the first they have
been outscored 38-17 and in the
third they've been blanked 37-0.
Overall, they have been outscored 27.5-11„ but have been
strong in the fourth quarter. outscoring their opponents, 17-14.
In the passing department,
Mike Beauchemin has racked up
382 yards with 33 completions in
70 attempts. He has two touchdown passes and seven interceptions with a .471 throwing percentage. Beauchemin's primary
target has been spread end, Matt
Walsh. He has 11 receptions for
154 yards with a 14.0 average.
Walsh, a junior from
Brockton, Ma., has been improving with each game and
Rogerson said he was pleased
with Walsh's progress. "I
thought he looked exceptionally
well last Saturday," he said.

The UMO field hockey team defeated UMF last week 5-0 and will go for
another win today. (David Lloyd-Rees photo)
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Black Bear booters try for fourth win today
by Nancy Storey
Staff Writer

1.
th and
accor(ing to
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The UMO socer team will go for its
fourth win of the season this afternoon
against Colby College of Waterville, a
team that Maine hasn't beaten since
head coach Doug Biggs joined the
Bears four years ago.
The Bears are 3-3 so far this season,
coming off a .500 weekend road trip
against the University of Massachusetts and Boston College.
Boston College defeated Maine on
Saturday, 2-1, in a well played game.
Maine lost to Colby last year here in
the last minute of the game when a
Colby player tucked a shot in the upper
corner of the net, past the reach of the
Maine defense. Biggs said the Black
Bears outplayed them most of the
game and had many opportunities but
just couldn't score.
Biggs said that Colby is a very direct
team. "We haven't been able to cope
with their style of play before," he
said, "but I think this year we can
handle the physicalness much better.
We showed this in the UMass game."
Colby's coach, Mark Serdjenian,
said his team really needs to win
today's game because they are 0-3 so
far this season. "I've heard Maine's
been playing very well and we're
expecting a tough game." he said,
"but we really need a win right now.
Serdjenian said he felt last year's
Colby-Maine game couldn't have been
much closer. "We scored on them in

the last minute after they had almost
scored on us a number of times. Our
games are always very close," he added.

Frank Neffinger, senior tri-captain of this year's squad, has been consistent on
defense for the Black Bears. (Nancy Storey photo)

Women's tennis team
upended by Colby 4-3
by Max CavaIli
Staff Writer

The women's tennis team, under
the guidance of Coach Eilene Fox,
dropped their second match of the
season against Colby, a team that Fox
said is one of the strongest in New
England, 4-3.
Fox was very pleased and surprised
at the women's performances. Last
year. with a much stronger team,
Maine still lost to Colby 5-2.
Amy Stanton, Maine's number one
singles player, was defeated by the
defending Maine state champion.
Maura Shaughnessey, 6-3,6-0.
Chris Simone, UMO's number two
player, lost what could have been the

Colby lost four of its starters to
graduation, including their top scorer,
Tom Betro, and they have only three
seniors starting on this year's team.

deciding match to Sandy Windshaw,
6-3,3-6,6-3.
In the number three position, Leslie
Phillips lost to Terry Reimer in two
sets, 6-2,6-4.
Maine's number four and five
players prevailed in their matches.
Sue Berger was victorious over Ellen
Hubsch 6-1, 6-7, 7-5, and Chris
Madden defeated Kathy Soderberg
6-3.1-6,6-3.
In doubles competition, Terri Moore
and Jennifer Story maintained their
unbeated streak by defeating Rhonda
Fuller and Rhonda Fletcher, 6-3, 6-4.
The Black Bears travel to Lewiston
today for a makeup game with Bates
College. Fox is hoping for a good
match and possibly the first victory of
the season.

"We're young, but we're strong,"
Serdjenian said.
One thing that may bother Colby
today is a couple of injuries. Pat Fortin, a defensive player for the Mules
and last year's most valuable player,
injured his knee in a game earlier this
season and may have to miss today's
game.
Biggs was fairly pleased with his
team's performance this weekend. As
a result of the two close games this
weekend, the team is now ranked 10th
in New England. "People consider us
a sleeper in New England," Biggs said.
"They know we can play, now we just
have to show it.
"Our defense was much better this
weekend. We only allowed two goals
and one of those was a penalty kick,"
he said.
Dave LaPrise, Maine's tri-captain
goalie tied the school record this
weekend for career shut-outs at seven.
Last season, LaPrise set the school
record for most shut-outs in a season
with five.
Biggs said his team is not made up of
outstanding individual pleers, but
rather works together. "We don't
have any stars on the team but collectively we play very well," he said.
The team has no injury problems for
today's game, but many of the players
have been bothered in the past by colds
and the flu. Biggs said most of the
players should be able to play today,
however. The game is at 2:30 on
Alumni Field.

Nord assined to Milwaukee
ST. LOUIS (AP)- Jeff Nord,
Maine stellar goalie who signed
with the St. Louis Blues, was
assigned to Milwaukee of the
International Hockey League
Tuesday.
Nord earned All-ECAC Division 1 second team honors last
year at Maine with a 16-8 record
and a 4.33 goals-against average.
Nord will be making $13,000 a
year with Milwaukee plus the
$7,500 he received for signing a
three year contract with the

Blues.
The Quincy, Mass. native set
a few records in his three years
at Maine. including a new
school record of 59 saves in last
year's 3-0 loss to Boston University.
Nord is the first UMO player
to sign a contract with the NFL.
Other players also assigned to
Milwaukee by St. Louis are
defenseman Bruce McKay and
center Dan Lerg. Forwards Jean
Savard and Red Laurence were
released.
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Bosox whip Brewers 7-2,
pennant hopes stay alive
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WE HIRE VETERANS
PART-TIM.

Why would an ex-Marine, Sailor or Airman want to join the Army Reserve?
Because you'll find us many places where your former service doesn't have reserve
units. And because we're larger, we usually have more openings. So if you've
already made up your mind about going back to civilian life, the Army Reserve can
help you cash in on your service experience. Did you know that former E-4s with 3
years experience can now make over $1,475 a year serving part-time in the Army
Reserve? All it takes is a weekend a month and a couple of weeks of annual training.
For more information, call or stop by.

ARMY RESEItilE.
BE ALL1DU CAN BL
For more information coil 942-7153
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Iffr II IMF II WIMP II Inv Met
STUDENTSENATE AND SENIOR
COUNCIL ELECTIONS TODAY,
WED.SEPT.30
•••

•• •

•••

III

HILL TOP COMPLEX
11.30- 1:30
4:30 - 6:00

STODDER COMPLEX
11:30- 1:30
4:30 - 6:00

YORK COMPLEX
I1.30- 1:30
4:30 - 6:00

WELLS COMPLEX STEWART COMPLEX
11:30 - 1:30
11:30- 1:30
4:30 - 6:00
4:30- 6:00

smiUde4>,

BCC BREWER COMMONS
11:30- 1:30
4:30 - 6:00
OFF-CAMPUS and
FRATERNi TY
8a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Memorial UNION
NEAR NEWSCOUNTER

OXFORD: Vote for 2
Cheryl tran
Scott L Reed .•
SOMERSET. Vote Tor 2
Kathleen Cavanaugh
Rebecca Cayford
PENOBSCOT: Vote for 1
Elizabeth Kenney
STODDER: Vote for 1
Craig F. Lawler
Barry Martin

GANNET: Vote for 2
ugay
Steven Ritzi
James LeBlanc
Isaac Sabel

KNOX: Vote for 2
John Bott
Karen Gerry
Martha Cheeseman

ptven: Vote

for 2
Russell Jacques
Pat Jodice
Scott R Benbow
CHADBOVIktik
Mark Condon

CORBETT: Vote for 1
Scott Masters
YORK VILLAGE: Vote for 1
Jonathan Lindsay

A R00U.QgoK Np.tr.
Dean Lavender
YORK HALL:Vote for 2
Mark Adams

HART: Vote for I
Lee Albert
Anne Dufour
Theresa Henchey
Rosemary Thorne
Marcia E. Larrabee

BCC: Vote for 4
Thomas rviCrarron
Dwight Widger
Michelle McLain
Todd Ehrlich

HANCOCK: Vote for 2
Ken Golner
KENNEBEC HALL: Vote for 1
Kathy Jean liockman

OFF CAMPUS: Vote for 16
Robbo Hallerman
Molly M. Campbell
Alan L. Zeichick
Frank Richards
Marty Sabol
Ed Cutting
Tracy Roy Eldridge
Sharon Richards
Myron Buck
Chip Hammond
Edwin A. Garrett III
Thomas Beck
Richard Leighton Deane

FRATERNITY: V9tc.m.1
Thomas Patch
Daniel Cummings
Jeff Mills
Ned Crocket
David Chase
Mark Gebauer
Kenneth Jagolta

QRAJWATE: Vote for 5
James Eldridge
Timothy Robbins
Eric T. Olsen
J. Robert Bois

CUMBERLAND:Vote for 2
Ruth Saxl
Willis D. Reed
Charles L. Quimby
Phil Hopkins

'David

HANNIBAL-OAK: Vote for
'kim Munroe
Michael J. Roy
Philip W. Pancost

.V.41-APRO9K.

Vote for I
Eileen Bolduc

IL ELECTIONS

SENI

(same voting locations as Senator Elections)
VOTEFOR 12
Bill Saunders
Tom Blodgett
Jeffrey Bryant
Nora Normile
Annette Simoneau
Thomas Connellan
Kevin Ryan
Lisa D'Agostine
Nancy Hunt
Pam Peterson
Richard Peterson
Sherrie Hacket
Tricia Billeci
Dan Beale
Marsha Cook
Carrie Dunbar
Denise Carey

Al Green
Paul Kelley
Laurette Simoneau
Liz Crock
Charlie Mercer
Jeff Mills
Laurie Miller
Daniel Cummings
Scot Ballentine
Robert Lattanzi
Thomas Perrey
David Ray
Donna Gregoire
Karen Heal
John Bott
Debbie Mixer
Vickie Mina
Greg Phelps
Reza Kashkooli
Bruce Dyer
Jack Renaud

PLEASE TAKE TIME TO VOTE!
(11.111

'411'

...

'1111,

4111

M=r1=M=11:831:EAC

5ENATORS

